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ABSTRACT
Solitary fibrous tumour is an uncommon fibrous neoplasm. It was first described in the pleura, although
extrapleural sites have also been reported. Solitary fibrous tumour arising from the urinary tract is rare. This
report is of a patient with solitary fibrous tumour arising from the urinary bladder. The clinical and radiological features are discussed, together with a review of the literature.
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INTRODUCTION
Solitary fibrous tumour (SFT) is an uncommon type of
spindle cell neoplasm that was first described in the
pleura in 1931.1 The tumour is known by a variety of
names, which reflect different hypotheses as to the
histogenesis. SFT was once thought of as arising from
the mesothelial cell2 but the current belief is that it is
of mesenchymal origin.3 The thoracic cavity remains
the most common site — SFT is usually associated with
serosal surfaces, especially the pleura. However,
anatomical sites unrelated to the serosal surfaces such
as the lung, mediastinum, pericardium, peritoneum,
nose, and paranasal sinuses have also been reported.4-8
The histologic variability and non-specific radiological
features make a definite diagnosis difficult, especially
when the tumour is located in an unusual site.

CASE REPORT
A 44-year-old Chinese man presented with painless
gross haematuria for a few days. Ultrasonography
showed left hydronephrosis. Intravenous urogram
(Figure 1) and mercapto-acetyl-triglycerine 3 studies
revealed a mass on the left lateral wall of the urinary
bladder associated with a non-functioning left kidney.
Cystoscopy showed an extramucosal mass pressing onto
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Figure 1. Twenty-minute release film of an intravenous urogram
showing a filling defect at the left lateral wall of the urinary bladder
and a non-functioning left kidney.

the bladder neck. Pathological diagnosis could not be
obtained from biopsy of the mass. Computed tomogram
demonstrated a large well-defined tumour on the left side
of the urinary bladder wall (Figures 2a and 2b). This
tumour showed homogenous moderately dense contrast enhancement. It extended into the left lower ureter
causing left hydronephrosis.
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Figure 4. Photomicrograph of the tumour showing bland spindle cells
in fascicles. (Original magnification x 10.) Note the characteristic cracking artifact between the tumour cells and the collagenous stroma.

Figure 2. Axial computed tomography scan of the pelvis. (a) A
large well-defined tumour mass is shown on the left side of
the urinary bladder. (b) The tumour at the left side of the urinary
bladder shows homogenous contrast enhancement.

Figure 5. Photomicrograph of the tumour showing a cellular area
surrounded by hyalinized areas of lower cellularity. (Original
magnification x 10.)

Figure 3. Sectioned surface of the tumour revealing the intramural
and exophytic parts. Note the dilated left ureter, smooth tumour
outline, and dense white tumour tissue.

Radical cystectomy, left total nephrectomy, and urinary
diversion by ileal conduit was performed. A 7 x 5 x 5 cm
tumour was found intraoperatively. The tumour protruded from the bladder wall and obstructed the left
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ureteric outlet (Figure 3). It also invaded through the
bladder coat into the adventitial fatty tissue. The outline was sharply circumscribed and the mucosal surface
over the tumour was smooth and slightly congested.
The cut surfaces showed whorled tissue of a pinkish to
white colour. Microscopic examination revealed abundant spindle cells (Figure 4) with scanty cytoplasm.
Fibrous matrix was noted. No definite features of atypia
were seen. There were zones of variable cellularity
(Figure 5). Immunohistochemical studies revealed
expression of CD34 but not c-kit, actin, or desmin.
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The pathological features were compatible with a
solitary fibrous tumour. As no evidence of malignancy
was shown, no radiotherapy or chemotherapy was given
after the operation. The patient was discharged home
with regular follow up.

DISCUSSION
SFT is an uncommon soft tissue neoplasm that has been
well recognised in the pleura. The tumour is usually
described in the literature as a case report or case series.
The overall incidence is unknown. SFT arising from
the urinary bladder is rare. To date, there have only
been 5 cases reported.9-11 Four were men and one was
a woman. The age of the patients ranged from 42 to 67
years. Extrapleural SFT usually presents with symptoms related to the location and size of the tumour.
Asymptomatic patients are sometimes encountered. For
SFTs arising from the urinary bladder, patients can
present with pelvic pain, dysuria, haematuria or, as with
this patient, obstruction at the left ureteric orifice causing left hydronephrosis. No predisposing or risk factors
are known. The incidence or likelihood for a patient
with a SFT at 1 location to develop a second at another
location is also unknown.
SFTs arising from the urinary bladder are usually well
circumscribed. They show endophytic growth with an
intact urinary bladder wall. The usual size at presentation is 5 to 6 cm.12 In this patient, the tumour presented
as a non-calcified soft tissue mass with homogeneous
contrast enhancement on CT study. This demonstrates
the usual radiological appearances of SFT. Nevertheless,
in other sites such as the peritoneum,13 kidney,14 and
pleura15 SFTs show heterogenous density and contrast
enhancement, with areas of solid component, necrosis,
and haemorrhage. Calcification of the tumour has also
been reported.14 Central scar has also been demonstrated
in renal SFT.14
Microscopic features of SFT are characterised by
proliferation of spindle cells in parallel clusters next to
dense collagenous stroma. There may be cellular and
hypocellular zones, as in this patient. Immunohistochemically, virtually all SFTs positively express CD34,
which serves as a good marker for this tumour. Rarely,
desmin may be expressed. There is no expression of
cytokeratin or mesothelial markers.
There are no specific radiological characteristics for
SFT arising from the urinary bladder. The radiological
differential diagnoses are leiomyoma, leiomyosarcoma,
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transitional cell carcinoma, or haemangiopericytoma.
As the definitive diagnosis requires histological and immunohistochemical findings, biopsy is usually required.
Approximately 10% to 20% of the SFTs arising from
the pleura behave in a malignant fashion. However,
most of the extrathoracic SFTs show a benign nature,16
although local recurrence and distant metastasis have
been reported.10 Therefore, SFT should be surgically
removed with the aim of complete excision. Follow-up
is necessary in view of the possibility of tumour recurrence. This patient is still regularly followed up with
no evidence of recurrence or metastasis.
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